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Yes

I strongly object to this planning application
Where my house is located the
this will also be seriously overlooked
What is going to happen to the wildlife that's there?the breeding
Canadian geese?
Whats going to happen the the drainage as I know the drainage from the fields up at
Hall Bower filter down to the Millponds- are the cellars for 2,4,6,and 8 Hart Street
going to start flooding again? Or even the ones on the opposite side of the road?
What about parking? The road is full of cars "at night" -when planners don't come to
look at the situation- most houses on Hart Street have at least 2 cars per household.
Lots of cars park where the entrance to this proposal will be. Where will they have to
park now. As it is people use Hart Street as a rat run to Lockwood Scar and Ing Lane.
The traffic would be horrendous
The Millponds water was used extensively when Newsome Mills was on fire- what
happens if this happens again or heaven forbid if what was Parfitts Bakery is set alight.
The firemen said they struggled without the Millpond water to put the fire out
Are the houses goingt o fit in with the current area or are they just going to be any old
brick?
The whole site is an eyesore and has been ever since I moved here in 1997, he wants
to build 22 houses- what are they going to be shoeboxes? What sort of housing is it
going to be- private or social?
How can anyone decide what it to be done with the site without actually going to see it
at all times of the day
Once again I object strongly to this stupid proposal

